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Abstract. We investigate he problem of identifying an unknown set A c {1, . . . ,  n} using m queries 
of the form "i  ~ A?" or, more generally, admitting all Boolean combinations of such queries. The 
answers need not always be true but their sequence has to follow one of the lie patterns from a 
prescribed set ~Yc {0, 1} ~1 ...... } (a 1 on the ith place forces the informing source to say the truth 
and a 0 to lie). We characterize those sets g ° for which the identification of A is possible and deal 
with the problem of the minimal size of g ° for which the set A can be hidden. 
Introduction 
The problem of searching in the case when answers to some of the queries may 
be erroneous has been studied by several authors in many variations. In the con- 
tinuous case (see [1, 2]) it consists of showing a set Z with the smallest possible 
measure such that the unknown real x belongs to Z. In the discrete case, partly 
investigated in [2, 3], an unknown number x~{1, . . . ,  n} has to be found using 
comparison queries. In both situations it is assumed that the informer providing 
answers to queries may lie but has to follow one of the lie patterns from a set 
~c  {0, 1} (1 ..... m~ where m is the number of queries. The set ~ is known to the asking 
person but the actual lie pattern is chosen by the informer and known only to him. 
He has to give a true or false answer to the ith query depending on whether the 
ith value in the chosen lie pattern is 1 or 0. In [ 1 ] arbitrary sets • were considered, 
whereas in [2] only the case of at most k lies was studied (i.e., the respective set 
was of the form ~F={f~{0, 1} ~1 ..... m): I{ i : f ( i )=O}l<k)"  In [3] the case k=l  was 
investigated. 
Our setting of the problem is somewhat similar to the discrete case from [2, 3], 
though we deal with searching for an unknown set rather than an unknown number, 
hence the queries have a different form. We give a formulation of the problem in 
terms of a game between two players: the investigator and the informer. Before the 
game two natural numbers n and m are fixed and a set ~c  {0, 1} (1 ..... st of lie patterns 
is chosen. Those objects are known to both players. Then the informer chooses a 
set A t{ I , . . . ,  n} and a lie pattern f~ .  Those two objects are unknown to the 
investigator. The latter has to identify the set A by providing a list of m queries, 
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stating them all at once without waiting for answers. We consider two variations of 
the problem: in the first one all queries have to be of the form " /cA?"  for 
i~ {1, . . . ,  n}; in the second we admit all Boolean combinations of such queries, 
e.g. "(2 e A v 3 ~ A) & 5 ¢ A?", in particular also the query about truth ("1 ¢ A v 1 
A?"). The informer has to give a true answer to the ith query i f f ( i )  = 1 and has to 
lie i f f ( i )=  0. The investigator wins if he can provably identify the set A no matter 
which lie pattern from • was chosen, otherwise the informer wins. 
There is one major difference between the rules of the game described above and 
those implicitly adopted in [1-3]. In our setting the investigator has to commit 
himself to a list of queries and has to state them all at once whereas in the above 
mentioned papers he could chose the next query depending on the answers obtained 
to the preceding ones. Hence our rules make the game more difficult for the 
investigator, even though, as it was mentioned in [1], in the continuous case e.g.,the 
optimal strategy of the investigator in the game easier for him allows to state the 
queries all at once. We will come back to this issue in Section 3 making clear that 
in the discrete case the difference between those rules is substantial. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we give two theorems providing, 
for fixed n and m, an exact characterization f those sets ~ for which the investigator 
wins. The first theorem is concerned with the situation when only elementary queries 
of the type "k¢  A?" are allowed, while the second deals with arbitrary Boolean 
combinations of such queries. Section 2 contains several applications of these 
characterizations. The following problem is investigated: for given n and m what 
is the minimal size of a set • for which the informer wins. We provide several 
estimates of this number and its value in special cases but the exact evaluation in 
general remains open. Finally, in Section 3 we show how our results relate to those 
known in the literature. 
1. The characterization results 
The present section is devoted to the characterization f those sets of lie patterns 
for which the investigator wins. It turns out that it is possible to identify the unknown 
set A c {1, . . . ,  n} unless the set of lie patterns enjoys some amount of symmetry. 
For any function f :{1 , . . . ,  m}-,{0, 1} we define f :{1 , . . . ,  m}-,{0, 1} by f ( i )=  
1 - f ( i )  for all/. J~T denotes the restriction o f f  to the subset T of its domain. The 
first theorem describes the situation when only queries of the type "k e A?" are 
allowed. 
Theorem 1.1. Let Ac  {1, . . . ,  n} be a set which has to be identified using m queries 
of the form "k  ~ A?" (for k ~ {1, . . . ,  n}). I f  ~c  {0, 1} O ..... '~ is the set of possible lie 
patterns, then it is always possible to identify A iff there exists a partition of { i , . . . ,  m} 
into n nonempty sets A1, . . . , An such that for any f, g ~ ~ [V i <<- n 
(J~A, = glA, v flA, = ~[A,)] --> f= g. 
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Proof. Suppose that the above condition holds for the partition {A~,. . . ,  An}. Let 
(q~, . . . ,  qm) be the following sequence of queries: qi is the query "k s A?" if i s Ak, 
for k ~ {1,. . . ,  n}. Let 1 denote the answer "yes" and 0 the answer "no". Since for 
all i s  Ak qi is the same query, the answers form a sequence Sk S {0, 1} Ak such that 
Sk =J~Ak or Sk =f lAk  where f is the adopted lie pattern, depending on whether k 
actually belongs to A or not. Let us further define g s{0, 1} t~ ..... s~ as follows: 
g( i )=sk( i )  for i eAk .  Then for every k<~n we have glAk=J~Ak or glAk=f lAk .  In 
view of our condition there is exactly one lie pattern f in o~ which enjoys this 
property. Hence f can be found and consequently for any k ~< n, k s A iff g(i) =f( i )  
for some i s Ak. This shows that A can be identified. 
Conversely, suppose there exists a way of identifying the set A. Since a list of m 
queries of the form "k  s A?'" is all we have at our disposal, the only way to proceed 
is to partition the set {1, . . . ,  m} into n sets A1 , . . . ,  An and let the query q~ be 
"k s A?" if i s Ak. Clearly all the sets Ak must be nonempty, otherwise we would 
not get information whether a particular k belongs to A which is necessary to 
identify A. Suppose that the condition formulated in our theorem is not satisfied 
for this partition. Hence there are two lie patterns f#  g in ~ such that (J]Ak = glAk 
or J~Ak = ~lA~) for all k ~< n. Suppose that the pattern of answers we obtained to 
our sequence (q~, . . . ,  qm) of queries is f. If the adopted lie pattern was also f the 
set A would be equal to {1, . . . ,  n}. On the other hand, if the adopted lie pattern 
was g the set A would consist only of those k for which J~Ak = glAk, hence it would 
be a proper subset of {1, . . . ,  n}. It is impossible to say which of those two cases 
occurred, hence the set A cannot be identified. This contradiction shows that the 
above formulated condition has to be satisfied, which finishes the proof of our 
theorem. [] 
Our next result describes the situation when arbitrary Boolean combinations of 
the elementary queries considered above are admitted. It turns out that the more 
complicated queries now made possible are of very limited help. The only one which 
essentially improves the 'questioning capacity' is the query about ruth. Consequently 
the combinatorial condition characterizing the set of lie patterns in this case, is very 
similar to the preceding one. 
Throughout he proof we will use the notion of equivalent queries meaning 
logically equivalent Boolean combinations of elementary queries. 
Theorem 1.2. Let Ac  {1, . . . ,  n} be a set to be identified in m queries and ~c  
{0, 1} l~ ..... mt the set of possible lie patterns. The following are equivalent: 
(i) There exists a partition of {1, . . . ,  m} into n + 1 sets Ao, A1 , . . . ,  A, ,  such 
that A t , . . . ,  An are nonempty and for any f, g s ~ [j~Ao = glAo & V i >~ 1 (j~A, = glA, v 
~A, = ~[A , ) ]~f= g; 
(ii) The set A can be identified in m queries of the form "k s A?" (for k s {1, . . . ,  n}) 
or (1sAy  I~A)? ;  
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(iii) The set A can be identified in m queries in which arbitrary Boolean combinations 
of  "k~ A?" (k~{1, . . . ,  n}) are allowed. 
Proof. (i) ~ (ii): Let Ao, A~, . . . ,  An be a partition from (i). We construct the follow- 
ing sequence (ql , .  •. ,  qm) of queries: q~ is the query "(1 ~ A v 1 ~ A)?"  iff i e A0 and 
q~ is the query "k  e A?" itt i¢ Ak. As before, let 1 denote the answer "yes" and 0 
the answer "no".  The answers to queries q~ for i e Ao form a sequence So=J~Ao 
where f is the adopted lie pattern, because we ask about truth. Similarly as in the 
previous theorem the answers to queries q~ for i ~ Ak, k >i 1, form a sequence Sk s.t. 
sk= A  or sk=flAk. Defining g~{0,1} tL''m~ by g( i )=sk( i )  for i eAk ,  where 
k e {0, 1 , . . . ,  n}, we get glAo=j~Aoand (gla~ =J~ak or g[a~ =YlA  for k~ > 1) where 
f i s  the adopted lie pattern. In view of(i) there is exactly one function f~ • enjoying 
this property. Hence f can be found and consequently A can be identified by putting 
keA iff g( i )=f ( i )  for some l eAk ,  k~ l. 
(ii) ~ (iii): obvious. 
(iii) ~ (i): we need the following lemma. 
Lemma. Let X be a set of cardinality 2" for any positive integer n. Let l < n and 
{X1, . . . ,  XI} be any family of  I subsets of X. For any i < - l denote X~ =Xi and 
o Xi  = X \X i .  There exists a sequence s ~ {0, 1} O ..... z~ such that IX~ (1) c~ X~ (2) c~. • • c~ 
Proof. The lemma follows from the fact that 
~1 " (X~(1) ("~""" ~ X~('))= X, 
s~{OA) ..... 
Ixl =2 n and 1{0, 1} ~ ..... l~[ = 2 ~<2.. [] 
Now we are ready to proceed with the proof of ( i i i )~ (i). It follows from the 
lemma that at least n distinct meaningful queries, (i.e. not equivalent to the q.uery 
"(1 ~ A v 1 ~ A)?" or to the query "(1 ~ A & 1 ~ A)?" have to be stated in order to 
identify A. Indeed every query can be viewed as a question whether A belongs to 
a subfamily Xi of the family X of all subsets of {1, . . . ,  n}. Hence if we state less 
than n meaningful queries it is possible to get a sequence of answers forbidding to 
make a distinction between at least two sets A. Let {P l , . . . ,  Pt} be any set of distinct 
meaningful queries which enable to identify A, possibly together with some queries 
equivalent to "(1 ~ A v 1 ~ A)?" and/or  "(1 ~ A & 1 ~ A)?" in a total of m -queries. 
It follows that the set {1 , . . . ,  m} can be partitioned into sets T, F, A~, . . . ,  A~, where 
1 i> n, A I , . . . ,  A~ are nonempty and the queries (q l , , . . ,  q=) used to identify A are 
the following: qi is a query equivalent to "(1 ~ A v 1 ~ A)?" if i ~ T, a query equivalent 
to "(1 e A & 1 ~ A)?" if i c F and a fixed query non-equivalent to the above iff i e A~,. 
Let A~ = T u F. Similarly as in the previous theorem we can prove that for any f, 
g e X [J~A~ = glad, & Vi  E {1,..., 1} (J~A[ = gtA[ vj~A[ = glAl)] f= g. 
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Let us finally define a partition Ao, A1 , . . . ,  A,, of {1 , . . . ,  m} as follows: At = A[ 
for i < n and A, = A" u A'+I u -  • • u A~. Clearly, for any f, g e ~ [J~Ao = g]Ao & 
Vi>~ 1 (f[Ai = glAt v f lAt = g[At ) ]~f  = g. 
This finishes the proof of (iii) --> (i) and hence the proof of the entire theorem. [] 
Let us note that both results can be simply reformulated in terms of equivalence 
classes. For the first variation let ~ be any partition of {1 , . . . ,  m} into n nonempty 
sets A~, . . . ,  A,. Define the following equivalence relation ---~, on {0, 1} t~ ..... m): 
f --~,g iff Vi<---m (JlA,=glAt vj~A,=glAt). 
Theorem 1.1 asserts that the investigator wins iff the set of lie patterns intersects 
each equivalence class of ~ ,  in at most 1 point. 
Similarly for the second variation let ~ be any partition of {1, . . . ,  m} into n + 1 
sets Ao, A~, . . . ,A , ,  such that A~, . . . ,A ,  are nonempty. Now we define the 
equivalence relation -~, on {0, 1} ~1 ..... m) as follows: 
f ~g  iff f lAo=g]Ao& Vl<--i<<-m(f[Ai=glAivflAi=glAt). 
Again Theorem 1.2 says that the investigator wins iff the set of lie pattertis intersects 
each equivalence class of -~  in at most 1 point. 
In the next section the above interpretation f our results will often prove useful. 
2. Applications 
We start with the discussion of two examples of sets of lie patterns considered 
in [1, 2]. Both of them can be defined for an arbitrary number m of queries: the 
first corresponds to the requirement that the informer may lie at most k times, the 
second that he cannot lie twice successively. In both cases we consider the question 
whether for a given number n a set Ac  {1 , . . . ,  n} can be identified and if so, what 
is the minimal number m of queries necessary to do it. 
Example 2.1. Suppose that the informer may lie at most k times. The minimal 
number m of queries necessary to identify any set A c { 1 , . . . ,  n } is equal to (2k + 1)n. 
This is true for both variations of the form of admitted queries. 
The corresponding set • of lie patterns for m queries is equal to { fe  
{0, 1} ~1 ..... m}: [{i~< m:f(i) =0}[<~ k}. Suppose m I> (2k+ 1)n. Then we show how the 
investigator can win even if only the elementary queries are allowed. The correspond- 
ing partition ~ of {1 , . . . ,  m} into n sets is the following • if 1 ~< i < n, then At = 
{l+(i -1)(2k+l) ,2+(i -1)(2k+l) , . . . , (2k+l)+(i -1)(2k+l)} and A,= 
{1, • • •, m}\i,.J~,~t<, At. 
Since each set At has size at least 2k+ 1, the set • intersects each equivalence 
class of ~ in at most one point. Indeed, the contrary would mean that for two 
elements f and g of the set • there is a block At, such that flAi = ~[At. However 
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I{i  A,: f ( i )=O}l~k hence [{/c A,: g( i )= 1}l<  k, which implies that I{i~ A,: g( i )= 
0}] > k, contradicting the definition of if'. 
Now assume that m <(2k+ 1)n. We shall prove that the informer wins even if 
general queries are allowed (second variation). Indeed suppose that ~ is any partition 
of {1,. . . ,  m} into n + 1 sets Ao, A1 , . . . ,  A,, where A1, . . . ,  A, are nonempty. Then 
at least one of the sets A~, . . . ,  A, has size less than 2k+ 1. Let A~o= {aa , . . . ,  at}, 
l ~< 2k, and consider the following distinct functions f and g from {0, 1} ~'''=~. 
{~ i f j6{a l , . . . ,ak} ,  
f ( J )=  i f j~{a , , . . . ,ak} ,  
01 i f je{ak+l , . . . ,at},  
g(J) = i f j  ~ {ak+~, . . . , a,}. 
Since l~<2k, it is clear that f, g~ff '  and we have f . - .~g  by definition. Hence, 
intersects some equivalence class in at least two points for any equivalence r lation 
-~.  This proves that the informer wins in this case. Hence the minimal number of 
queries which enables the investigator's win is indeed (2k + 1)n. 
Example 2.2. The informer always wins if the only restriction on his answers is that 
he cannot lie twice successively (even in the second variation). 
The corresponding set • of lie patterns for m queries is now {re {0, 1} ~1 ..... =t: 
Vi < m ( f ( i )  = 1 v f ( i+  1) = 1)}. Let ~ be any partition into n + 1 sets Ao, A~, . . . ,  A, 
such that At , . . . ,  A, are nonempty. We define the following distinct functions f, 
g E {0, 1} {1 ..... m}: 
{~ if ieAo or /even,  {10 
f ( i )  = if i~ A0 and i odd, g(i)  = 
if i ~ Ao or i odd, 
if i ~ Ao and i even. 
It is clear that f, g ¢ ~F and that f ~-~ g. Hence the informer wins. 
We now turn attention to the following problem: given natural numbers n and 
m what is the minimal size of a set X= {0, 1} ° ..... =) of lie patterns for which the 
informer wins? In what follows we assume that m and n are fixed and have the 
meaning as in in the definition of the game. We may also assume m I> n, otherwise 
it is never possible to identify a set A = {1,. . . ,  n} in m queries. 
In the first variation, when only elementary queries are allowed, this minimal size 
is obviously 2. Indeed, if I~FI = 1, the investigator has a simple winning strategy: he 
successively asks queries "i ~ A?" for all i ¢ {1,.. . ,  n} and knows when the answer 
is true and when it is false. On the other hand the set ~F = {f, g} where f is constantly 
1 and g is constantly 0, yields the informer's win. 
The problem becomes much more complicated when arbitrary Boolean combina- 
tions of the elementary queries are allowed (second variation). We provide several 
estimates for this minimal size and actually compute it in the simplest cases. The 
exact evaluation of this number in general remains an open problem. 
Our first estimate: 2=-" + 1 is very rough but it has an additional feature: this is 
the minimal number N such that all sets ~F of size at least N yield the informer's win. 
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Proposition 2.3. The minimal number N such that all sets go of size at least N yield 
the informer's win equals 2m-n't - 1. 
Proof. Let ~ be any partition of {1, . . . ,  m} into n+l  sets Ao, A~,.. .  ,An, such 
that A~, . . . ,  A, are nonempty. It is easy to see that the size of each equivalence 
class with respect o -~, is equal 2". Hence there are 2 m-n equivalence classes and 
consequently every set go which has more than 2 m-" elements must intersect at least 
one equivalence class in at least two points. Since this holds for every partition ~, 
such a set go of lie patterns yields the informer's win. 
In order to conclude the proof it is enough to show a set go of size 2m--nfor which 
the investigator wins. Let go = {f~ {0, 1} ~ ..... m~: f ( i )  = 0 for i <~ n}. The following 
partition ~ of {1, . . . ,  m} yields the investigator's win: Ao={n+l ,  n+2, . . .  ,m}, 
Ai={i} for l<~i<~n. [] 
Sometimes the estimate obtained in Proposition 2.3 is the best possible. This is 
the case e.g. when m = n + 1. By Proposition 2.3 all sets go of size 3 yield the 
informer's win. On the other hand it is easy to show that all sets of size ~<2 yield 
the investigator's win. Indeed let go={f,g} and I={ i<~m:f ( i )=g( i )} .  If I=  
{1,. . . ,  m}, the set go has one element and any partition ~ is good. If there exists 
an i e{1, . . . ,  m}\{I}, then the partition Ao={i}, AI ={1, . . . ,  m}\{i} yields the 
investigator's win. 
Our next result sometimes provides a much better estimate of the minimal size 
of lie pattern sets for which the informer wins. 
Proposition 2.4. Let m >i n and f (  m, n) be the minimal integer k for which m < ( k + 1) n. 
Let 
[~(m,  n) if f (m,  n) is even, 
l=[½( f (m,n)+l )  i f f (m,n)  is odd. 
Then there exists a set go of size t ~,i~t (7) for which the informer wins. 
Proof. Let go= {fc  {0,1} tt ..... m~.l<~l{i<-m:f(i)=O}]<~l}, i.e. go is the set of lie 
patterns for which the informer lies, but not more than I times. 
Let ~ be any partition of {1, . . . ,  m} into sets Ao, A1, . . . ,  A, with At , . . ,  A, 
nonempty. Since m <(f (m,  n)+l )n ,  at least one of the sets At , . . . ,  A, has size 
<.f(m, n). Without loss of generality, suppose that A1 is such and let At = 
{at, a2, . . . ,  at}, t<~f(m, n). Denote by j  the least integer >~lt. Clearly l<~j<~ 1 and 
1 <~ t - j  <~ I, hence both functions f and g defined by 
are elements of go. Since f ---~, g, the informer wins. 
i f i~{a2, . . . ,  aj}, 
if i ~ {1, . . . , m}\{ab . . . , a~}, 
if i ~ {aj+l, • . . ,  at}, 
if i ~ {1,.. . ,  m}\{aj+l, . . . ,  a } 
[] 
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If for every natural number n one value of m ~> n is given (call it m(n)) in such 
a way that re(n) is a O(n) function of n, then the size of the minimal set 
~c  {0, 1} ~ ..... re<n)} of lie patterns for which the informer wins is polynomial in re(n) 
(or equivalently in n). Indeed, since for some even constant a, re(n) < an for large 
n, Proposition 2.4 implies that the minimal size of • for which the informer wins 
~7, a/2 does not exceed ,-i=i (m~.)) for large n, hence it is bounded from above by a 
polynomial in m (n). 
3. Final remarks 
As we mentioned in the introduction our formulation of the problem differs from 
its setting in the literature in that we analyse searching for a set A c {1, . . . ,  n} 
instead of searching for a number from a given finite set. This is not a major 
difference: our problem can be interpreted as identifying a number x~ 
{0, 1 , . . . ,  2 n -  1} with numbers written in binary form. Elementary queries corre- 
spond to queries about binary digits and generalized queries can be interpreted as 
those of the form "x~ T?" where T~-{0, 1 , . . . ,  2 n -1}. The initial set to which x 
belongs does not need to have a size that is a natural exponent of 2. If a number 
x from the set {1 , . . . ,  t} had to be identified, the minimal number m of queries in 
the case of at most k lies would be (2k+ 1)([lg t ]+ l )  and other results translate 
similarly. 
The second difference is much more important: our rules do not allow the 
investigator to choose queries during the game, depending on the previous answers 
of the informer. The impact of this change can be easily seen even in the simplest 
cases. It is proved in [3] that the investigator (called there Questioner) can identify 
a number x ~ {1, . . . ,  100} in 12 comparison queries if at most 1 lie is assumed. In 
our game, more difficult for him, the minimal number of queries which guarantees 
his success is 3([lg100]+ 1)=21, even if he is allowed to ask general queries. 
It is our feeling that the non-interactive version of the game studied in this paper 
did not get sufficient attention in the literature of the domain and our analysis was 
intended to fill this gap. It would be interesting to provide a similar combinatorial 
characterization f sets of lie patterns for which the investigator wins in the interactive 
version. This task however seems to be more difficult. 
As pointed out in [3], the minimal number of queries necessary to identify a 
number from {1, . . . ,  106} with at most one lie can be 25 or 26 and it is unknown 
which case actually holds. Hence it is unknown whether the set of lie patterns 
X = {f~ {0,1}",'-,2s~: I{i 25: f ( i )=0} l~ < 1} 
yields the investigator's win in the respective interactive game. Answering a similar 
question for an arbitrary n instead of 106 would be a first step towards the 
above mentioned characterization. We consider this problem in a forthcoming 
paper. 
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